
 
 

Perth InForm 
 

We just can’t get any traction with the InForm Perth Strategy. 

Zero wins in February from five bets which makes 2 from 14 since going live in January.  

Firstly just a note on Race 7 Solaia on Saturday. She was a $200 Special and the rules as 
listed in January did say that all $200 bets qualify as a $200 strategy bet.  

  
InForm Top-Rated Separation Rules (Jan 13th) 
  

1:         All $200 Specials are “OK” regardless. 

2:         Exclude 2yo races 

3:         Exclude Benchmark races less than 78 

4          Exclude 0MW (zero metro wins) 

5:         Exclude Less than seven starters 

6:         Exclude 3yo and 1MW if distance >1300m 

7:         All others are OK 

 

The intention was that NO 3yo’s (or 1mw) be backed in races at longer than 1300m.  

From August up to Saturday, there had not been any $200 specials in 3yo or 1MW races 
over more than 1300m so there has never been a contradiction to the rules as listed. 
 

However, at Ascot on Saturday morning I picked up that Solaia was qualifying due to rule 1 
but knew she shouldn’t due to 3yo/>1300m restriction. I made sure she was not listed. 

To correct this we need to change the order of the rules to: 

1:         Exclude 3yo races if distance >1300m  

2:   Exclude 2yo races. 

3:         After applying Rule 1 and 2, all other $200 Specials qualify 

4          Exclude 1MW (one metro win) if dist longer than 1300. 

5:   Exclude all 0MW (one Metro win) races. 

6:         Exclude Benchmark races less than 78 

7:         Exclude Less than seven starters 

8:         All others are OK 
 

I will upload the spreadsheet with the corrected algorithm. We caught it before it could 
make any difference to the bottom line.  
The current spreadsheet link can be found on the InForm Raceday page online ( last 
updated 21st Feb 2021). 



InForm Strategy since going live on Jan 16th 2021 

 

 

InForm Strategy applied to actual raceday data going back to InForm start date 
Aug 1st 2020. 



 

 

The ‘live’ results so far are extremely disappointing considering the amazing run in the six 
months prior.  
 
The strategy bets since going live has only seen 2 winners from 14. That same plan, was 
hitting at 52% before then. 
 
We are expecting this to be a temporary bad run which any plan can experience especially 
in any sequence of just 14 bets.  
 
I am backing that the strike-rate will soon correct and be much closer to the long-term 
performance. 
 
Regards 
Larry 
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